
Pacific Rehab Foundation
Help us provide equipment for those most in need

 

How to donate

Pacific Rehab Foundation provides on the ground

training, support and education for the local wheelchair

technicians in complex fitting and provision as well as

follow up care and maintenance in order to provide best

outcomes.  We also work with therapists and care

workers to identify clients specific needs and local

accessibility issues which are often complex.

 

All product provided to Fiji is 100% donated.

 

 

 

As part of your end of financial year processes you can

write off any of your unwanted demo or sample

equipment  and provide it direct to Pacific Rehab

Foundation for shipping to those who urgently need this

in Fiji.

 

Alternatively you can charge it directly to the Spinal

Injury Association of Fiji at no cost and liaise with Pacific

Rehab Foundation in regards to shipping.

 

Whilst Pacific Rehab Foundation is a NZ registered

charity , we do not have donee status within NZ as all our

work is conducted in the Pacific.

 

To contact us for further information 

email: andy@rehabaction.co.nz

or 

phone 021 940 616

 

Your donations can
change lives

In our privileged societies we have a dearth of 

equipment sitting around and not helping people. 

 

Whether that is as used complex equipment that can be

reconditioned,  Trial and Demo product that has been

depreciated, or superseded by newer models. 

 

With the funding available in NZ there is no second

hand market, nor is dropping discounted product into a

small market  good business sense.

 

It is this product we can  apply our learned skills to, and

create world class results for people only used to very

basic outcomes. 

 

By donating the specialised product to Pacific Rehab

Foundation we can reach aspirational persons with a

disability allowing them to reach out into their

community and play a role in helping others and

becoming an inspiration to others.

 

We work directly with the Spinal Injuries Association in

Fiji, who are responsible for identifying those who

would most benefit from specialised equipment.

 

 


